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About This Content

Go mountain climbing while watching out for ghost trains that suddenly close in! Blazing through this technical mountain-like
route requires advanced control technique.

But beware ghost trains that take a shortcut and suddenly close in on Pac-Man if you pull too far ahead.
Be one of the first to beat this new course and then try your hand at getting the highest score in the world!

This add-on includes 8 modes: Score Attack (5 Minutes), Time Trial, and six different Time Trial (Short) games!
Add-on included in the All You Can Eat Add-on Pack and Edition.
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ORIGINAL - I bought this little game on sales, and was satisfied. It is flawed (uneventful, uneven gameplay, poetry not so
present), but also endearing thanks to its calm, soothing dimension. Some levels are indeed immersive, others are a little
disappointing. The journals entries were what made me find the game nice, as they gave the key to the larger story.
There are also 20 Steam achievements, which you can actually achieve, a bonus considering that for some games it's unfeasable
if you're not a hardcore gamer.
So, for a small price, you can get an unusual little game which is not perfect but rewarding in the end.
. TL;DR
If you are Looking For a Exciting Solid Action Old-School Platformer That Have Lava Constantly Flowing,This One's Worth
the 2.5usd for a solid fun of at least 3 hours.

Levels:
The Levels are mostly different and unique from each other while including some chanllenging levels and some levels with with
element of puzzling,you go up down left right colect gems jump around fire pass through invisble walls dodging flying birds and
spikes and Flying Fires while getting away from the rising lava.

Music:
There Is only 2 music track that are both great and suited for the game But for a game this short(~4 hours for 100%) i guess is
ok.Sound effects are your orginal jump sounds and landing sounds,nothing special.

Bugs:
The Game Crashed a few times and the music suddenly stopped until i restarted the game except those i havnt seen any
problems else.

PS:Beware That Your Hat Counts As Hitbox

Incase the tralier with evil spikes havnt make you buy this game,here's a gameplay videos:(Lv 1~28)
 http:\/\/youtu.be\/IygeoYL3tSM. in only 9 minutes of gameplay.... i have never seen such trash in my life . after playing this
game i realized that everything else that happend after this game was bad. i went to the barbershop after playing this and my
barber ♥♥♥♥ed up my hairline so bad that now you can do the pythagorean theorem on my hairline. All the females that i had
on my phone started leaving me and telling all their friends that i'm a trash♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ so now i won't get no ♥♥♥♥♥ at
school no more. i bit into my food and my food bit me back and gave me food poisoning . I went to go to the store real quick in
my car and my car's engine stopped working and my car got towed. this game has ruined my life. and everything that surrounded
me . this game needs to collect all of it's copies and send them on a straight route to the sun so they all burn and don't exist
anymore and we also need federal hackers to remove all pictures and evidence of this game existing so our kids don't have to get
hurt by it . please save yourself and save your money . don't buy this game . please.. Chip's Challenge is a tale of the indomitable
spirit that burns in the hearts of men. The long road stretches before all of us, obscured by great oceans, blazing wildfires,
frozen wastelands, and one-way directional floor tiles. Our dreams are hidden behind closed doors, and only the most
courageous among us seek out the appropriately-colored keys. Chip is one such courageous individual. He will not rest until his
demons are conquered and the challenges set before him lie as blazing piles of ash in his wake.

He endures the pain and the sorrow, he fights through tears and blood, and he hits reset for the one-hundredth time after pushing
a block into the wrong water tile. He does this for love, for the hand of Melinda the Mental Marvel, but he also does this for
himself. In conquering the insects, the rocket ships, and the chattering teeth, in walking across the fires, sacrificing the
technological relics, and traversing the transdimensional portals, he ascends beyond his own mortal shortcomings and into the
realm of gods. His chains unfettered, he is unstoppable. He is the hunter, and block puzzles are his prey.

This is not merely a game. This is a rite of passage into your own potential. This is the mountain that stands in your way, the
path you must build with your own two hands. This is your Andre the Giant. This is your King George III. This is your Apollo
Creed. When the chips are down and it's your call, are you all talk or do you have something to show? Does the blood of the
warriors pulse in your veins? Are you one star shining in the night sky brighter than all the other stars?

Just who the hell do you think you are?. Honestly thought this would be just a 'meh' gimmick game, but it's WAY MORE then I
expected!
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Build and manage flying machines, multiple defence lines, create your own unique turrets... and so much more!

It actually really feels like an RTS too because you have to manage\/ move around towers around, and grab new pieces from
fallen enemies, and quickly figure out the best ways to defend against different enemies.

DEFINITELY give this a try!. Took a screenshot of me \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing on some dumb ho and it got flagged and
removed. 10\/10. Jk this game is pretty terrible but it's
got\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665so whatever.. this game is amazingly fun. it
is missing a few things though.

Pros: Addicting, very fun, cute graphics, different game modes
Cons: no graphical settings, sound effects are off when game is started up, no split screen, no controller support, no real story

for me the pros overweigh the cons. personally i wouldnt pay 10$ for it, maybe 2 or 3. i got this game for free though. :D im
very happy about it. If this game were to be remade or stuff added to it, im sure it will be a best seller!! It has so much
potencial!!

I rate this game 9.5/10. I recomend Heroes V with both hands, one of the best heroes games of all time :). Definately in BETA,
but you knew that if you have early access.

The graphics are good, and on par with current genre games.

The music gets old, and needs some additional tracks.

Gameplay is fun.

Content - needs much more. The small map leaves alot to be desired. The resource generation is tiny, I've only found out how to
gather fish and walrus Ivory. The ivory is OP as a resource, sells for a ton and you can easily exploit harbors near walrus
resources to quickly max out cash.

The game needs to have a the ability to create your own harbor\/island. The seemingly randomness of blueprints needs to be
clarified. I have collected what seems like all of them, as im just getting dupliates now. But there is no way to know for sure.
And I can only seem to randomly be able to apply the blueprints, i guess its dependant on which ship you have? That
information would be great to know.

The random "skeleton" or "Tower" dont seem to do anything. It would be cool to capture these things and have them do
something?

The questing UI is horrible, and completely not worth your time. The EXP\/Gold per quest is insignificant with the walrus
farming, and ship battles. you can kill 5-7 ships in the time it takes to complete a mission, and atleast as far as my 2 ship fleet is
concerned, killing other ships is 5-7x more exp generation. No known benefit for completing the missions.

There needs to be a way to understand when other skills unlock. Im not sure if these areas are just not yet developed, or its a
mystery. Overall tooltips need to be created to give the player an understanding of all the concepts of the game.

Fun to kill 1hr. With more content added will be worth the $10. Seem this is not bad hope more improve soon
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Took less than 15 minutes to get 100% achievements, will idle the rest for the cards. Worth it if you like achievements,
especially with the sale.. Very atmospheric and suspenseful game, very well made!. Didn't expect to like this, but booy this is an
amazing game to play. The story, the stats, items, all it's getting along awesome. I love this game so far and I recomend it.. Great
music and animation. This game just feels good to play.. This game is so much fun. Especially in the first few hours with some
friends on TeamSpeak or Discord or whatever. Seriously, try it out!. would be great if the multiplayer actually worked.
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